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Protection of Refugees in India: A Critical
Analysis
ABSTRACT
India continues in receiving refugees notwithstanding its overpopulation where millions of humans are underneath
poverty line and are debarred from basic facilities. however there may be no uniform criminal framework to guard
refugee. the primary authority on the refugee regulation is the 1951 convention referring to the popularity of refugee
that's known as refugee convention which defines the word refugee. consistent with the object 1 of 1951 conference a

‘refugee’ is a person who flees across an international border because of nicely founded fear of being persecuted in his
usa of beginning for the reasons of race, religion, nationality, club of a selected social group and political opinion and
is not willing to move again to his domestic nation.
In spite of the reality that india is a bunch to diverse groups of refugees, has no specific legal guidelines or cohesive
policy for refugees. india isn't a signatory to the 1951 refugee conference nor to its 1967 protocol on the repute of
refugees. consequently, the safety of refugees is restricted to advert-hoc measures taken with the aid of the authorities
of india, leaving refugees with little protection for his or her civil and political rights and truly no legal provisions for
their safety and welfare. there's the need for the safety of the rights of refugees and to enhance their scenario in india
with a mission to assist asylum seekers, refugees and different displaced populations in realizing their simple human
rights and having access to the justice gadget.
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INTRODUCTION :
A refugee is any person whose life is underneath steady risk or the living conditions are not conducive for his
wholesome survival and he runs for shelter to every other nation. he should be handled otherwise to a stateless person as
he nevertheless possesses a de jure national status. but, the precise definition is, any character who “as a result of well
based worry of being persecuted for motives of race, religion, nationality, club of a selected social organization or
political opinion is outdoor the united states of america of his nationality and is unable or unwilling to avail protection
of that united states of america”.the standards to determine the refugee reputation of someone is based at the character’s
country of thoughts which is supported via objective factors. there are lacunae on this definition as it does no longer
encompass the cutting-edge issues associated with refugee protection. the definition fails to encompass people looking
for safe haven due to environmental disasters, human beings displaced internally because of hostility, internal
disturbances and civil wars or people having different sexual orientations.
at the same time as regulation and order is a state concern beneath the indian constitution, global members of the family
and global borders are under the special purview of the union government. this has resulted in a ramification of
companies, both of the important in addition to the kingdom governments, having to cope with refugee matters linked
with law enforcement. also, all guidelines governing refugees are laid down via the union government although the
impact of the refugee hassle as such must be borne by the kingdom management to a more degree if not entirely.
safety employees at the worldwide borders, immigration personnel at the land test posts, worldwide airports and
seaports, except a host of nation police employees, are all in detail connected with regulation enforcement affecting
refugees one way or some other. as the very time period ‘safety’ denotes, all of the above categories of employees are
entrusted with the onerous duty of ensuring country wide in addition to inner security of the united states of america as
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their first and most important charge. they have to make certain that the legal guidelines of the land are enforced in
regard to refugees without in any manner ignoring or neutralising safety considerations. but, on the equal time, it is also
their duty that the humanitarian overtones so ordinarily and inseparably related to refugees in standard, are not lost sight
of. it is also well known that every single situation referring to ‘refugees’ is replete with human rights aspects as well.
it's far obvious that those have additionally always to be taken due care of via regulation enforcement personnel.

HISTORY ON REFUGEE LAW IN INDIA
As in advance mentioned, india is one of the few international locations to enjoy the refugee scenario within the final
1/2 century.indian history is evident with the aid of big-scale migration of people from one of a kind international
locations. these migrations had taken vicinity in 2 ways: “hindukush mountains within the west and the patkoi variety
inside the east”.
After independence, the first twenty-5 years of india became spent on accepting the responsibility of 20 million
refugees. this became because of the partition of india and pakistan. as a end result, india had to confront a task via
offering alleviation to the displaced individuals from west pakistan. “on the preliminary stage, a hundred and sixty
alleviation camps had been organized and the full expenditure incurred turned into rs. 60 crore approximately.”there
were many steps taken by using the authorities of india to triumph over with the refugee hassle. the maximum important
step that were exceeded through the government became the rehabilitation monetary administration act, 1948. the
maximum query arises in this act whilst the definition of displaced man or woman changed into furnished that what is
going to be the legal status of these displaced persons? the term refugee become defined in 1951 convention regarding
the fame of refugees. after observing the conditions of displaced men and women from india to pakistan and vice versa,
it become clear that the state of affairs of displaced man or woman became not special from that of refugees.
india needed to face every other refugee influx in 1959 when dalai lama along with his followers fled and reached india.
the government of india provided dalai lama and his fans a political asylum. some other refugee inflow which our u . s .
a . needed to face became in 1971 while 10 million refugees fled from east pakistan to india. for this asylum, india was
compelled by the humanitarian duty to offer safe haven to the refugees.
After some gap, india become again affected by the inflow of refugees from sri lanka and bangladesh in 1983 and 1986.
as in step with the arena refugee report, india hosted approximately 400,000 refugees together with at least 2,000,000
refugees and a few 237,000 internally displaced humans.

LAWS GOVERNING REFUGEES
we've got a number of home law in force to address refugees. india draws no difference between a “foreigner” and a
“refugee”. and this offers upward thrust to a plethora of issues for you to be highlighted in the end. the laws are
passport (entry into india) act, 1920.
passport act, 1967.
registration of foreigners act, 1939.
foreigners act, 1946.
foreigners order, 1948.
the passport (entry into india) act, 1920 and the passport act, 1967 makes no distinction
among genuine refugees and other categories of foreigners like financial migrants, tourists and college students. as a
end result, the refugees run a massive danger of arrest by means of immigration authorities and illegal deportation in the
absence of a legitimate passport.penalty have to not be imposed on refugees due to the fact they will go away in turmoil
no longer have the time to get a passport issued. in most of the international locations, get admission to to passport
offices won't be possible due to distance and shortage of infrastructure. once the refugee enters the indian territory,
they'll get legitimate passports and identification playing cards if the public interest standards is fulfilled. however up to
now best tibetan refugees were issued legitimate passports. the reason for his or her “privileged remedy” is that their
political and non secular chief too resides in india and they have their parliament on the indian soil. a few students
criticize because it hampers the sovereignity of india.the reasoning may be that for you to shield country wide interest,
no refugee is given the essential right to freedom of motion or issued an identification card. additionally it reasons
hassle for refugees to open financial institution debts, gain ration cards or lease accommodation due to the fact they
have no identification. that is contradictory in nature due to the fact the constitution does not assure freedom of
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movement but the administration may additionally give this proper based on a case to case evaluation implementing
affordable regulations. this absolutely violates the equality precept as all refugees should be treated alike on indian soil.

THE FOREIGNERS ACT AND ITS ON REFUGEES
Inside the absence of any statutory framework, india is based on foreigner act 1946 to manipulate the entry, stay and
exist of foreigners in india. for the reason that be counted (access and law of aliens) falls beneath the union list the
crucial authorities is empowered to manipulate the refugee.
section 2(a) of this act defines a foreigner as someone who isn't a citizen of india. consequently all refugees come
underneath the class of foreigner. sec 3 empowers the central government to problem orders inorder to govern
foreigners of their sports, movement and problem of identification evidence and regular look before police. segment 5
prevents foreigner to alternate their name while in india. section7 obliges the inn keepers to preserve information of the
stay of foreigners. foreigners act 1946 has given wide energy to govt to cast off foreigners from india. it's miles further
to the energy to refuse entry of foreigners for non fulfilment of entry situations that invites immediately deportation.
however by way of the request of national human right commission many adjustments had been added by means of
amending the foreigners act 1946. that is now a cutting-edge law for refugees and asylum seekers. the lacuna on this act
is that it does not incorporate the time period refugee and in indian law foreigner way aliens briefly or permanently
dwelling in the territory. the registration of foreigner’s act 1939, foreigner’s act 1946, and foreigner’s order 1948 are the
law managing the remedy of foreigners in india.

CONSTITUTION PROVISION
Foreigners are entitled to restrained constitutional safety. those encompass safety of the equality beneath article 14 of
the indian constitution and protection of life and liberty underneath article 21 of indian constitution. they're additionally
entitled to the protection of proper acknowledged under article 20, 22, 25, 28, 32. a lot of these articles are relevant each
for residents and non residents.
article 14 guarantees equality earlier than law and same safety of regulation. the executive distinguishes foreigners in
step with their wishes and cope with them otherwise based totally on intelligible differentia having the nexus with the
item.
Article 21 offers with the protection of life and private liberty. the splendid court has reinterpreted Article 21 to include
a substantial due method law which is followed against the state motion.
Article 20 offers with ex post facto regulation, right against double jeopardy and right towards self incrimination.
Article 22 offers with proper in opposition to arrest and detention.
Article 25-28 offers with right to freedom of judgment of right and wrong and loose exercise and
propagation of faith.
Article 32 grants the proper to transport to the best courtroom for enforcement of those
above fundamental rights.
Article fifty one(c) of the indian charter gives that the state shall endeavour to foster recognize for global law and treaty
obligations inside the dealings of organised peoples with one another.
article 253 of the charter gives the indian parliament the strength to make any regulation for the whole or any a part of
the territory of india for imposing any treaty, agreement or conference with any other usa or any decision made at any
global convention, association or body.

WHY INDIA IS NOT A PARTY TO 1951 CONVENTION
1951 united countries refugee conference regarding the repute of refugee is the fruits of an historical improvement. it
changed into delivered inside the wake of refugee movements in europe after global war ii. 1951 conference become
enacted best for eu countries and gave a particular definition of refugee based totally on ‘nicely based fear of being
persecuted’. persecution may be defined because the sustained and systematic violation of human right because of the
failure of kingdom safety to its citizen. as such, it carried out most effective to folks who have become refugees because
of events happening previous to the refugee convention's adoption.
this temporal issue become removed via the protocol regarding the fame of refugees on thirty first january 1967, whose
preamble identified that "new refugee situations have arisen for the reason that convention turned into followed." the
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pre-convention definition did no longer consider the motives for the refugee's departure from his/her home country.
gradually, but, states became involved, culminating within the definition of "refugee". now 1967 protocol has standard
utility whilst handling refugees.
but in latter part of 19 and twentieth century the definition of refugees has gone through a number of adjustments.
refugees at the moment are deemed to be called displaced persons. because of armed conflicts, herbal disasters and
development within the border areas, people enter the worldwide border of adjacent nations and settle their as refugees.
the displaced people as refugees are special from internally displaced folks (idps) who are displaced in the united states
and do no longer move the global borders.
India thinks that 1951convention is pretty eurocentric and does no longer cope with south asian countries. being a
developing u . s . it'll be a burden for india to be abided via the conference. it'll have an effect on india’s safety and
home legal guidelines. this convention is not relevant to the cutting-edge problems winning in india. therefore india has
no longer signed 1951 convention still it's far applying positive articles of the 1951 convention which are the
subsequent.
Article 7 as india presents refugees the identical treatment as all aliens.
Article three as india applies a policy of non discrimination.
Article 3a as no penalty is imposed on illegal access.
Article 4 where spiritual freedom is guaranteed.
Article 16 as unfastened get admission to to the courts is supplied.
Article 21 lets in freedom of housing and refugees need not stay in camps.
Article 27 and 28 provides identity and journey cards to refugees.
Article 33 gives the precept of non refoulement.
1951 conference is an critical international human rights tool which in most cases specializes in the precept of non
refoulement in keeping with which a refugee can't be forcibly back to a territory where his lifestyles is in chance. the
convention also prohibits the expulsion of a refugee in any other case than for the motives of national security and
public order.
Indian government deal with refugees in three approaches which can be the following :
Refugees who come to india in mass are given brief protection with the aid of the indian authorities and also being
supplied with positive socio financial safety. the srilankan tamil refugees and the jumma human beings from
bangladesh.
asylum seekers from south asian countries with which india has sensitive courting observe to the authorities for political
asylum that's normally granted without an extensive refugee repute determination which is subject to political
exigencies. e.g afgan, somalian, sudaneese, burmeese.
citizens of other us of a observe to unhcr for man or woman refugee fame in accordance with the time period of unhcr
statute and refugee conference. eg. tribal refugees, nagas from burma.

ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE OF UNHCR IN INDIA
Human rights are the simple rights granted to each character equally with none distinction. it's far considered as a
universally acknowledged well known of behaviours. the violation of those standards through the kingdom gives rise to
a situation that creates refugees. refugees with the aid of definition are the victims of human right violation.
India is not a signatory to 1951 convention relating to the fame of refugee or 1967 protocol however india has signed
some of worldwide human right conventions which obliges india towards protection of refugees primarily based on
humanitarian grounds. these include un announcement on territorial asylum 1967, everyday statement of human proper
1948, international conference on civil and political proper convention on the elimination of discrimination towards
girls international convention on economic social and cultural rights 1966, convention against torture and cruel
inhuman or degrading remedy or punishment .
The human proper devices are essential players for protecting the rights of refugee in india. india is not a party to any
international refugee instruments and has not followed any national refugee regulation for the refugee safety. in india
country wide human proper fee has taken a advantageous step toward expanding the felony safety of refugee in indian
territories in india, safety of human rights act 1933 has mounted country wide human right fee and has empowered it
with significant power and capabilities. on the kingdom stage, the act provides the establishment of human proper
courts to offer fast trial and justice springing up out of human proper violation. on the way to save you refugee glide, un
and others specifically the ngos also are supplying assistance to member states to minimise the waft of refugee by using
manner in their nearby human right gadgets.
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ISSUES FACED BY WAY OF REFUGEES IN INDIA
Numerous international locations guard their refugees by enacting refugee rules based totally on worldwide recognized
precept. the countries that have signed the conference have a process for figuring out the refugees and addressing them
protection issue.
despite the fact that india has now not signed the conference but are imparting protection to the refugees. “but,
consistency inside the procedure for figuring out refugees continues to be lacking.”due to the fact india has no uniform
code for determining refugee popularity, there's no primary frame that deals with the refugees. after such a lot of years
also, there are numerous gaps that exist inside the mechanism for managing refugees policy. this is due to the fact the
authorities has no longer enacted a regulation for refugees.
because of the several issues faced by using the refugees and no right regulation has now not been surpassed the prison
popularity of the refugees is miserable.
in india judiciary has performed a main position in protecting refugees. some of judicial choices of numerous high
courts and the preferrred court docket offer a sequence of rights to tens of millions of refugees who had fled their
country of foundation and feature crossed the across the world recognised border and are staying in indian territories.
the courts have invoked the constitutional provision to protect the rights of refugees.

SUGGESTION & RECOMMENDATIONS
Need for a regulation
• A home law is wanted in india to make sure that all refugees are given simple safety. with out
that, refugee rights are not rights within the real experience, they may be genuinely privileges on the palms of the
management.

• A domestic law must also outline refugees to consist of “internally displaced humans” because of
herbal calamities, terrorist sports. as an example, the kashmiris have been compelled to flee kashmir due to the militant
sports.
• housing and employment can be ensured to refugees in order to end up self sustaining.
• A number of civil society organizations have to paintings in collaboration with the govt. under this act to enhance
their living conditions.
• A home regulation will overrule all the existing acts like the passport act and the foreigner act and could reduce the
struggling of refugees by way of specially coping with their problems.
• A home rules will make the manner of granting refugee fame simple, honest and obvious. it'll additionally name for
more duty and checks at the strength of the officers.
it's going to abolish discrimination which currently exists amongst refugees of different nationalities.
• special provisions ensuring protection to girls and kids should be made due to the fact within the indian society,
crimes towards women (rape) and kids (child trafficking) is at its height. this may also be in consonance with india’s
duties underneath cedaw and uncrc.

CONCLUSION
In india adopting model countrywide law is step one toward refugee safety. judiciary and human proper units are the
only source to guard refugees which depend upon case to case however the difficulties arises while there is mass influx
of refugees coming from special states. it's miles consequently tremendously crucial to draft law on refugees so that
there can be a uniform criminal framework to comprehend the rights of refugees. the domestic ngos and unhcr are
complimentary to each different. the simplest act of unhcr is to realize refugees within its mandate. in a situation where
government of india denies get admission to to unhcr and different overseas humanitarian groups, domestic ngos play
the most crucial position to provide "protection" to the refugees. by means of enacting domestic law, refugee may be
distinguished from idps and can gather specific safety. india is consequently now not required to signal 1951 conference
as protection is already been given by way of indian charter and judiciary. now it is excessive time to assume for a
selected legislation on refugees which could entertain the destiny upcoming refugees in india with none human proper
violations.if and when a separate ‘refugee law’ for the usa is enacted, it's far crucial that this aspect is given due
consideration. it's far vital that protection and enforcement officials do now not neglect both the legal in addition to the
underlying human angles inherent in the ‘refugee’ situation, in particular the latter.
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